Quantifying transient erosion of orogens with detrital thermochronology from syntectonic basin deposits
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Abstract

The evolution of an orogen is marked by phases of topographic growth, equilibrium, and decay. During these phases erosion rates vary in response to temporal and spatial changes in climate, topographic relief and slope, and deformation. Detrital thermochronometer cooling-age data collected from syntectonic basin deposits are a promising tool for quantifying erosion histories during orogenic evolution. Previous studies typically assume steady-state erosion for interpreting detrital data, although in many situations this assumption is not justified. Here we present a new numerical modeling approach that predicts thermochronometer cooling ages in a stratigraphic section where sediment is sourced from a region with a temporally variable erosion history. Multiple thermochronometer cooling ages are predicted at different stratigraphic horizons as a function of variable erosion histories, rock cooling rates in the hinterland, and thermophysical material properties and boundary conditions. The modeling approach provides the context for the interpretation of natural data, including geologically realistic situations with a temporally varying erosion rate. The results of three end-member hinterland erosion histories are explored: (1) steady-state erosion; (2) increasing erosion rate with time; and (3) decreasing erosion rate with time. Results indicate that for steady erosion rates between 0.2 and 1.0 mm/yr, up to 30 m.y. will pass following a change in erosion rate before the detrital ages have adjusted to reflect a new erosion regime. In simulations with transient erosion, the estimation of erosion rates from a detrital record using assumption of thermal steady-state will generally be in error, often by as much as −25 to 100%. These results highlight that assumptions of steady erosion in mountain belts should be used with caution. Application of the model to thermochronometer cooling ages preserved in syntectonic sediments sourced from the Nanga Parbat region, Himalaya, illustrates how the transient catchment averaged erosion history can be quantified with detrital thermochronology. In this example, we found that erosion rates increased over the past 20 Ma, from about 1.0 mm/yr to modern rates in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 mm/yr.
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1. Introduction

Quantifying the long-term erosion of orogenic belts is essential to assess the influence of tectonics and climate on erosion during different stages of an orogen’s history. Thermochronologic data (e.g. (U–Th)/He, fission track, 40Ar/30Ar data) reflect the thermal history...
of a rock and therefore provide a valuable tool with which to estimate rates of cooling, often due to erosion. Several different approaches have proved successful for quantifying thermal histories in orogenic belts. For example, inversion of apatite fission-track length distributions [1–4] and age–elevation transects [5–8] both constrain the timing of rock cooling through certain temperatures. Yet, as successful as these approaches have been, their application is limited by a requirement of presently exposed bedrock for study. These techniques are not applicable to ancient settings where only synorogenic sediments are preserved, nor may they be used to constrain the earliest part of orogenesis for which the bedrock material has been eroded (Fig. 1A).

As an alternative, an increasing number of studies have attempted to utilize the thermochronologic record preserved in detrital material [see [9], and references within]. In addition to applications in sedimentary provenance [10–15] and landscape evolution [16–21], detrital thermochronology shows great promise for illuminating the long-term evolution of orogenic belts. Provided that heating from burial within a basin is insufficient to reset a particular thermochronometer, the preserved ages reflect cooling in the source terrane and therefore may be used to constrain the long-term rates of exhumation and erosion [17,22–29].

With detrital approaches increasingly used to quantify rates of erosion and exhumation, it is critical to understand how a given erosional signal will be recorded in the thermochronologic ages of eroded detritus. Although simple interpretations based on steady-state assumptions of the erosion history and thermal field are possible, several factors complicate the problem: (1) the effective closure temperature for

---

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic upper crustal cross-section of an orogen, showing the position of isotherm. Erosion removes material from the surface and advects material towards the surface. As a given parcel of moves towards the surface, it cools and passes through the effective closure temperature isotherms for the various low-temperature thermochronometer systems (shown schematically here as A, B, and C). This sample may then be deposited in an adjacent sedimentary basin. (B) Ages from a stratigraphic section showing the expected distribution of thermochronometer ages for three separate scenarios. When erosion rates are steady with time (grey stars), each sample will take the same amount of time to reach the surface from its effective closure depth. Ages will young up-section but always “lag” behind the stratigraphic age by a constant amount. In contrast, for an increasing erosion rate (white squares) ages will young faster than the stratigraphic age; for a decreasing erosion rate (dark grey circles), ages will young more slowly than the depositional age. (C) Lag-time (defined as the cooling age minus the stratigraphic age) versus depositional age for the three scenarios.
thermochronometers is not fixed but varies as a function of the cooling rate \cite{30,31}; (2) exhumation rates common in active orogens (\(\sim 0.2 \text{ mm/yr}\)) result in the upward advection of heat toward the Earth’s surface and alter the thermal profile of the crust \cite{32,33}; (3) varying erosion results in a transient thermal field through which samples cool; and (4) the response time of a particular thermochronometer to changes in erosion rate is unique for each system \cite{34}. Because of these complications, numerical models of the thermal effects of erosion represent a powerful tool with which to interpret detrital thermochronologic data and evaluate assumptions of steady-state erosion and subsurface temperatures.

In this contribution, we present a 1D finite element model to investigate how variable erosion rates affect the thermal field of an orogen and the time-temperature histories experienced by the eroded material. Our work provides a framework to interpret thermochronologic data, with a particular emphasis on the analysis of detrital data from syntectonic foreland deposits. Specifically, we present three end-member numerical experiments designed to represent characteristic geologic scenarios: (1) steady-state erosion and exhumation; (2) a rapid step change in erosion rate that might reflect a climatic shift or tectonic event; (3) a gradually changing erosion rate that might correspond to a protracted period of mountain building or steadily decaying topography in an ancient orogen. The scenarios are applicable to interpreting erosion histories from basins located proximal to a single structure such as in a fold and thrust belt, or more distal settings where sediment derived from a wider region is deposited to produce an integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from the eroded material evolve with time and consider how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history. For each model, we investigate how the thermochronologic ages from integrated record of the erosion history.
the surface, it may be eroded and transported to an adjacent sedimentary basin or more distal repository (Fig. 1A). In detrital thermochronology, a useful quantity is the “lag time” [22], defined as the difference between the depositional and thermochronologic ages. In general, the more rapid the erosion rate, the smaller the lag time. Provided the time between the exposure of a given sample at the surface and deposition is geologically short, the lag time may be used to estimate the erosion rate of its source area at the time of deposition, in the manner described above for bedrock samples. Studies of sedimentary transport suggest that the time from erosion to deposition is typically short, less than 1 m.y. [46–49]. Thus, although in some cases sediment may be temporarily stored within a landscape and then later remobilized [e.g., [13,50]], equating the time of exposure with the time of deposition is reasonable.

For settings with a long and continuous record of deposition, the lag-time approach may be used to document how the erosion rate within the orogen evolved with time [24–27,35,51,52]. The higher the erosion rate, the less time needed to exhumate a sample from a given depth, so lag-time is inversely related to the exhumation rate [25]. Jamieson and Beaumont [53] provide a conceptual framework for orogenic belts often invoked to interpret lag-time data [e.g., [26,27,51]]. In this view, orogenic zones are expected to evolve through three states: (1) an early, constructional phase, characterized by an increase in topography and erosion rates; (2) a steady-state phase, with constant relief and erosion rates; and (3) a late destructive or decay phase, characterized by decreasing topography and erosion rates. Each of these scenarios will produce a distinct pattern of ages (Fig. 1B) and lag-times (Fig. 1C) moving up a stratigraphic section [54]. Thus, lag-time variations provide a potential tool with which to identify the long-term erosional history of an orogen.

The estimation of a temporally varying erosion rate is particularly challenging due to transients in the subsurface thermal field. In addition to the problems in estimating the depth to an effective closure temperature isotherm discussed above, a further difficulty arises because the thermal profile of the crust does not respond instantaneously to a change in erosion rate due to the low thermal diffusivity of rock. For example, analytical models indicate that the thermal profile of the crust may take at least 40 m.y. to re-equilibrate in response to an instantaneous 1 mm/yr increase in the rate of erosion or sedimentation [32,33]. Age–elevation transects have documented significant changes (by a factor of 2 to 10) in erosion rates in several mountain belts [e.g., [7,44,55]], so it is likely that few orogens are in a thermal steady-state. Reiners and Brandon [34] show that in response to an instantaneous change to a new steady erosion rate, lower temperature isotherms will approach their new equilibrium value more quickly than higher temperature isotherms. They show that for a step increase in erosion rate from 0 to 1 mm/yr and a fixed temperature basal boundary condition, the effective closure temperature isotherms for the commonly used thermochronometer systems will not approach their new equilibrium depth for 4 to 8 m.y. The equilibration time increases significantly if a basal flux boundary condition is considered [e.g., [32]]. Thus, if the erosion rate changes on shorter timescales (whether continuously or in a series of jumps) the effective closure temperature of the various isotherms will continually be in motion. This effect is due to the transience of the thermal field and is generally not accounted for when transforming thermochronometer ages into erosion rates. For example, the method described above [25,45] calculates an effective closure depth as a function of erosion rate but assumes that a steady thermal field has been achieved.

3. Modeling approach

We use a one-dimensional finite element model [modified from [56 57 58]] to investigate the effect of a variable catchment average erosion rate on the thermal structure of the crust and the thermochronologic signal preserved in the eroded material. The model solves the transient 1D advection–diffusion equation for variable sedimentation and erosion histories using a Galerkin finite-element formulation with implicit time stepping. The model is formulated in a Lagrangian (material) reference frame and tracks material properties and cooling histories during the exhumation process. Thermal–tectonic processes accounted for in this model include: (1) transient and/or steady-state erosion, (2) crustal heating due to radiogenic heat production, (3) variable basal heat flow into the base of the crust, and (4) variable thermophysical properties, including conductivity, density, and heat capacity [see [57], for details of the model]. The thermal model was validated against analytic solutions for the transient 1D advection–diffusion equation for constant erosion rates [59]. Temperature differences between the model and analytic solutions are ≲1% for the range of erosion rates considered in this study.

Time–temperature histories of material eroded from the thermal model are stored and used to calculate predicted thermochronometer ages deposited in an adjacent sedimentary basin at different times, assuming
the transport time of sediment to the basin is short. We focus on four thermochronometers well-suited for detrital studies: apatite and zircon (U–Th)/He, zircon fission-track, and white mica Ar/Ar. Ages are calculated using the TERRA thermochronometer age prediction program [60], which uses various established algorithms for cooling rate dependent age prediction. Apatite and zircon (U–Th)/He ages are calculated by solving the transient spherical ingrowth diffusion equation [37] using a spherical finite element model [43,61]. Because a complete model of track annealing in zircon is yet to be developed, TERRA calculates zircon fission-track ages using an effective closure temperature approach [22,31,45,48]. For Ar/Ar ages, we employ a fixed closure temperature of 350 °C. Although in detail the closure temperature will vary with cooling rate, the general results presented and interpreted here are not significantly influenced by our assumed closure temperature.¹

For each of the simulations discussed here, a thermally equilibrated crustal column with no erosion is held for 20 m.y. prior to the onset of a 40 m.y.

¹ The thermal and age prediction models used in this study are freely available to others upon request. Interested persons should contact the corresponding author (J. Rahl) or T. Ehlers (tehlers@umich.edu).
simulation with erosion. The initial 20 m.y. period allows for rocks in the uppermost crust that originate at temperatures below that of the various effective closure temperatures to have ages that pre-date the beginning of the model simulation. This represents natural settings in which the upper crust must have an age structure prior to the onset of orogenesis and rapid erosion, and allows us to identify exhumed material that originated at temperatures above that of the effective closure temperature for each system. The material that is eroded at each time interval is assumed to be instantaneously transported to an adjacent sedimentary basin. We assume that the basin is insufficiently thick to partially or completely reset the various thermochronometers. Although this assumption may not be valid in very thick sedimentary basins or for thermochronometers with a low closure temperature, such as the apatite (U–Th)/He system, it does reflect common natural conditions. Note also that the modeled results assume that all ages reflect cooling in a single source area. In practice, a sedimentary deposit will contain a mixture of grains derived from multiple areas, each with unique erosional histories. Peak-fitting (e.g., [62]) provides a tool to recognize distinct grain-age components in natural samples.

4. Results

4.1. Steady-state erosion, predicted thermochronometer ages, and lag-times

First, we present the thermochronometer ages and lag-times for several models with steady-state erosion. Fig. 2 shows predicted ages (circles) and lag-times (squares) for sediment derived from models, with steady erosion rates of 0.5 (black) and 1.0 (white) mm/yr plotted against the stratigraphic age. Results are shown for four thermochronometer systems (Fig. 2A–D). All the systems show a similar pattern: the oldest horizons contain material with unreset (60 Ma) and identical ages. Moving upwards in the stratigraphy, at some point the thermochronometer ages quickly decrease and then progressively young towards the top of the stratigraphic section. The lag-times show a similar pattern: lag-times slowly increase in the oldest part of the section before rapidly younging and approaching a constant value in the highest layers of the stratigraphy. The old cooling ages preserved in the lower part of the section are derived from the uppermost crust in the model, from temperatures cooler than the effective closure temperature for each thermochronometer. This zone contains unreset “pre-orogenic” ages (e.g. Fig. 2C) unrelated to the modern episode of exhumation.

Despite the similarities in the overall structure for each of the thermochronometer systems shown in Fig. 2, the differences between the systems and simulations illustrate several important principles. (1) The lower the effective closure temperature of a thermochronometer system, the less sensitive its ages and lag-times are to a change in erosion rate. For example, consider the apatite (U–Th)/He (closure temperature ∼70 °C) and zircon fission-track systems (about 250 °C) (Fig. 2A, C, respectively). The apatite (U–Th)/He ages at erosion rates of 1.0 mm/yr are about 2 m.y. younger than those for with an erosion rate of 0.5 mm/yr (Fig. 2A); in contrast, the zircon fission-track ages for the 1.0 mm/yr model are about 10 m.y. younger than for the 0.5 mm/yr model. (2) The thickness of the zone in the stratigraphic column with “pre-orogenic” cooling ages will depend both upon the steady erosion rate and the effective closure temperature of the system. When rates are fast (white symbols), erosion will more quickly remove the portion of crust with “pre-orogenic” cooling ages (e.g. Fig. 2C). Similarly, the thickness of the initial crustal column with “pre-orogenic” ages will increase with the effective closure temperature of a system. Consequently, for these systems a greater amount of time must pass before erosion will expose material with young ages. For example, the 0.5 mm/yr model shows that it takes between 7 m.y. for apatite (U–Th)/He (Fig. 2A) to 30 m. y. for white mica Ar/Ar (Fig. 2D) to strip off the unreset zone of “pre-orogenic” ages. (3) For all the models, the ages will converge on a steady lag-time value that depends on both the thermochronometric system and the steady erosion rate. This lag time decreases with
effective closure temperature and increases with erosion rate.

The third observation suggests a relationship between the erosion rate and the steady lag-time. To delineate this relationship, a series of simulations were conducted with steady erosion at varying rates (Fig. 3). For each simulation, the steady lag-time is defined as the lag-time for which samples originally 3 km apart in the crustal column have lag-times within 5%. These experiments define the relationship between the model erosion rate and the steady lag-time. Note that as the erosion rate increases the lag-time decreases non-linearly. The relationship shown in Fig. 3 has been applied in a number of studies to interpret orogenic erosion histories assuming steady-state erosion. For example, Brandon and others [e.g., [25,27,45]] use the relationship between lag-times and erosion rates to invert a natural thermochronologic data-set to constrain the erosional history of a source terrane. An example of this approach is presented in Fig. 4, which shows zircon fission-track results for three separate experiments: one with steady erosion at a rate of 0.75 mm/yr, one with an increasing erosion rate (from 0 to 1.5 mm/yr over 40 m.y.), and one with decreasing erosion (from 1.5 to 0 mm/yr over 40 m.y.). The simulations predict thermochronometer ages and lag-times (Fig. 4B). Using the relationship between zircon fission-track lag-time and erosion rate defined in Fig. 3, these lag-times can be transformed to get a record of erosion (Fig. 4A). Note that, once the “pre-orogenic” zone is removed, the erosion rate history is successfully reconstructed for the steady-state case. However, this approach produces significant errors when the applied erosion rate varies with time (see below).

4.2. Errors in estimating erosion rate from lag-time

4.2.1. Steady state case

A useful conceptual end-member model for mountain belts is that of steady-state erosion [53]. Although there are different aspects of an orogen that may remain steady with time [see [63]], we focus here on an exhumational steady-state in which the rate of erosion remains fixed with time. Exhumational steady-state is expected for mature yet active mountain belts, after an orogen has achieved a thermal steady-state; proposed examples include the Central European Alps [27] and Taiwan [63].
Fig. 5 presents results from the steady-state simulation with a constant erosion rate of 0.5 mm/yr shown in Fig. 2. The lag-time for the four thermochronometer systems were inverted to estimate erosion rates using the steady-state lag-time to erosion rate relationship depicted in Fig. 3. Initially, the estimated erosion rates (thin lines) are in error by as much as 50% in the first 10 to 30 m.y. of erosion, but with time the estimates converge towards the true value (thick grey line). The erroneous estimates correspond to lag-times derived from the “pre-orogenic” zone. An accurate estimate of the erosion rate is not possible until the lag-times are obtained from deep samples initially below the closure temperature for a given system. Again, the amount of time it takes to erode through this zone will depend upon the erosion rate and the particular thermochronometer system. For example, at a rate of 0.5 mm/yr, it takes nearly 20 m.y. of erosion before the zircon fission-track ages at the surface will reflect the applied erosion rate. Additional simulations (not shown) confirm that at higher erosion rates, less time is needed to strip away the crustal section containing “pre-orogenic” ages.

4.2.2. Linearly changing rates

The steady-state simulations confirm that, provided sufficient time has passed to allow for removal of the unreset material, the lag-times will approach a steady value that can be inverted to estimate the erosion rate. However, erosion rates generally vary with time due to changes in tectonic and/or climatic forcing. Fig. 6A shows results from simulations with linearly increasing erosion rates; additional plots showing results form linearly changing models are available in the Supplementary Material. Increasing erosion rate simulations correspond to the “constructional” phase of orogenesis [sensu [53]] and may be applicable to settings such as the Himalaya where continued convergence builds topography and gradually increases erosion rates. Decreasing erosion rate simulations might represent decaying orogens such as the Appalachians.

In contrast to the steady-state models discussed above, inversion of lag-times generally does a poorer job of estimating the long-term erosional history of an orogen with a variable erosion rate. Differences between the model input and measured erosion rates range from between 50 to 200% after the unreset zone has been removed (see Supplementary Material Fig. 1). These errors in erosion measured erosion rates result from the thermal field having to continually adjust to a changing erosion rate. In these circumstances it is not possible for the lag-times to perfectly reconstruct erosion rates because the depth to the closure temperature isotherm is continually changing. Nonetheless, these models do highlight important results: (1) the lower the effective closure temperature, the better a thermochronometer will estimate the long-term erosional history. For example, the estimated erosion rate from the apatite (U–Th)/He system (solid black line in Fig. 6A) comes closest to approximating the applied erosion rate (thick grey line). (2) The transformation of lag-time to erosion rate tends to underestimate increasing erosion rates and overestimate decreasing erosion rates. (3) The more rapid the change in erosion rate, the greater the error. (4) For simulations with peak erosion rates at 0.5 mm/yr, the “pre-orogenic” zone is not eroded through for most thermochronometers. For example, Supplementary...
Material Fig. 1B shows that estimates from reset zircon fission-track ages are not obtained until 4 m.y. before the end of the simulation, and young white mica Ar/Ar ages are never exposed. This is important because it may be common in natural settings, where orogenic erosion rates are often less than 0.5 mm/yr [e.g., [36]].

4.2.3. Step-changes in erosion rates

Although erosion rates may vary slowly over million-year time-scales, geologically instantaneous changes may occur as well. For example, motion on a thrust system may generate topography and increase local erosion rates, or sudden climatic shifts may quickly alter precipitation and erosion rates. Fig. 6A and B presents an example of the effect on the time-scale of the change in erosion rate by comparing step-changes with a linearly varying models. Additional examples are presented in the Supplementary Material.

The estimated erosion rates for the step-change models are different from those for the continually varying simulation, particularly for the lowest closure temperature systems. In all the simulations, the apatite (U–Th)/He system (solid black line) once again most accurately approximates the applied erosion rate. As the effective closure temperature increases, each system becomes less sensitive to the changes in erosion rate. For instance, consider the white mica Ar/Ar system (dashed black line) for the step-increase and linear increase (Fig. 6A and B). Despite a widely different erosional history, the reconstructed erosional history for the two experiments is broadly similar. As a general rule, the lower the closure temperature, the more sensitive a system is to changes in erosion rate. For example, in Fig. 6, the erosion rate increases from 0.25 to 1.25 mm/yr. Although the apatite (U–Th)/He estimate reflects this full variation over 30 m.y., the white mica Ar/Ar estimates only range from about from 0.35 to 1.1–1.2 mm/yr. The higher the effective closure temperature, the more “damped” the erosion rate signal.

5. Discussion

5.1. Lag times and erosion rates

Previous studies have inverted observed lag-times from a stratigraphic column to constrain the erosion history of the source terrane, but our numerical experiments indicate that under many circumstances such estimates will be in error. This approach works well when: (1) the unreset material with “pre-orogenic” ages is first removed, and (2) the long-term erosion rate remains steady, for at least 5 to 30 m.y. at rates of 0.5 mm/yr and at least 3 to 20 m.y. at rates of 1.0 mm/yr. However, transient erosion rates are more likely to be the norm. In these cases, using steady-state lag-times to estimate erosion rates may produce large errors. For example, Fig. 7 shows results from the increasing erosion rate experiment described in Fig. 4. For this model, the predicted rates made using the steady lag-time assumption underestimates the actual erosion rate by at least ∼25%. The magnitude of error for the case of a deceleration in erosion rates may be as large as 100% (see Supplementary Material Fig. 3). Therefore, although the erosion rate estimates quickly converge on the actual solution within 5 to 20 m.y. in the steady case, the simulations demonstrate that estimated erosion rates will be significant for transient erosion. This result emphasizes the value of numerical modeling in calculating erosion rates from detrital thermochronologic data.

5.2. Precision of erosion rate estimates

As noted by others [e.g., [25,34]] and confirmed here, a non-linear relationship exists between the lag-time and the erosion rate of the source terrane. Lag-times are less responsive to changes in erosion rate at higher rates (Fig. 3). Consequently, there is a limit as to how precisely erosion rates may be constrained in rapidly eroding mountain belts. For example, consider the relationship between the steady-lag time and the erosion rate for the zircon (U–Th)/He system (white circles in Fig. 3). At a modest orogenic erosion rate of

![Fig. 7. Erosional histories and percent error in erosion rate estimates for the linearly increasing history described in Fig. 4. In cases with transient erosion histories, transforming lag-times into erosion rates will lead to significant errors.](image-url)
0.5 mm/yr, the model predicts a lag time of about 11 m.y. If the error on a given zircon \((U-\text{Th})/\text{He}\) age determination is 10%, this results in a 1 m.y. error on the lag-time for a sample from modern river sediment. This range is consistent with erosion rates between \(\sim 0.45\) and 0.55 mm/yr, or about a 0.10 mm/yr window. If the erosion rate is doubled to 1.0 mm/yr, the model predicts a steady lag-time for the zircon helium system of about 4 m.y. For a similar 10% error, the model predicts erosion rates between \(\sim 0.9\) to \(\sim 1.2\) mm/yr, a range 3 times greater than that for the 0.5 mm/yr erosion rate. Although this problem is less significant for modern and very young samples, the errors on thermochronologic age determinations increase significantly going back in geologic time. For instance, consider the case of a 25 Ma zircon \((U-\text{Th})/\text{He}\) age from a 30 Ma stratigraphic horizon. The lag-time of 5 m.y. suggests an erosion rate of about 0.9 mm/yr. However, a 10% error on the age determination extends the range of the lag-time from 2.5 to 7.5 Ma. These values are consistent with erosion rates from 0.65 to 1.5 mm/yr, an error of 70–160%.

The decreased sensitivity of steady lag-times to changes in erosion rates is greatest at high erosion rates and for low temperature thermochronometer systems, because in these situations lag-times change little with large changes in erosion rate (Figs. 2 and 3). Therefore, for rapidly eroding mountain belts, higher closure temperature systems are better suited for quantifying erosion rates. However, these systems also have a significant disadvantage: because their effective closure temperatures reside deep in the crust, it may take a long time before material with reset, young ages reaches the surface. For example, with steady erosion of 1 mm/yr, it will take about 20 m.y. before rocks that reside at the closure depth for the white mica Ar/Ar system are exposed (e.g., Fig. 2D). Because of this lengthy delay, the early record of these ages will not constrain the modern exhumation history of the orogen. In slowly eroding mountain belts, the ages for the high temperature systems may contain no information on rates and only provide an upper limit on the integrated thickness of eroded rock. In such settings, lower temperature thermochronometer systems are better suited to constrain rates of orogenic erosion.

5.3. An example from the Siwalik Group from the Himalaya

The results and discussion above indicate that numerical simulations provide an important tool to constrain erosion histories from detrital thermochronologic data. Ideally, a studied area will have a long, continuous stratigraphic section containing multiple datable phases, such as zircon and white mica; a clear link to a source area; and the material should have a cooling history dominated by erosional exhumation.

To illustrate, we focus on two previously published data sets from the Siwalik Group in the Western Himalaya to investigate whether the Nanga Parbat region has been undergoing steady or transient erosion over the past 20 to 40 m.y. (Fig. 8). The Siwalik Group preserves fluvial sediments deposited by the paleo-Indus River from 18–14 Ma [64]. Detrital zircon fission-track [35] and white mica Ar/Ar [65] data have been obtained from this group, and Cerveny et al. [35] present additional results from modern river deposits that extend the zircon fission-track record to the present. Cerveny et al. [35] note the existence of relatively young zircons (lag time < 10 m.y.) in all of their samples, and bedrock zircon fission-track data from throughout the catchment [66] indicate that the only area with young (<10 Ma) zircon fission-track ages is the Nanga Parbat region. Similarly, Najman et al. [65] present petrographic and white mica cooling data that further support the Nanga Parbat region as an important source for at least some of Siwalik Group sediment. Although the region is tectonically active, mapping and structural analysis has failed to identify large-scale extensional structures capable of exhuming the rocks from depth [e.g., [67]]. Consequently, numerous workers have concluded that erosion represents the dominant exhumation process, in addition to controlling the metamorphic, geomorphic, and structural evolution of the region [68–71]. Thus, this setting is ideal for detrital thermochronologic study, with a lengthy record of deposition and a clear source area dominated by erosional exhumation.

We used standard peak-fitting procedures [e.g., [62]] to deconvolve the zircon fission-track grain-age distributions of Cerveny et al. [35] into multiple components. We focus here on the youngest peak component, which represents the most rapidly exhuming source area, and has an age ranging from 28 Ma for the 18 Ma deposits to about 2 Ma in modern sediments (large white circles in Fig. 8B). The dataset provides an excellent example of a decreasing lag-time moving stratigraphically upsection [54], a pattern expected for the “constructive” phase of orogenesis and suggesting an increasing erosion rate with time. Additional information is provided by detrital white mica Ar/Ar data from the same section [65]. Their grain age distributions generally contain 18 to 30 grains, too few to identify statistically significant component peaks. Nonetheless, the range of ages presented in their data provides an important constraint on exhumation processes.
To better interpret these data, we ran a series of simulations (with model parameters in Table 1 in the Supplementary Material) for different erosional histories (Fig. 8A) to compare predicted ages and lag-times with the observations. For the first simulation, we used an erosional history estimated by inverting the zircon fission-track lag-time data itself. A best-fit line calculated for the lag-time data was transformed into an erosional history using the lag-time to erosion–rate relationship defined by Fig. 3 (green line in Fig. 8A). This result indicates a history in which the erosion rate has increased exponentially with time, reaching modern values in excess of 2.0 mm/yr. However, the results from the simulations discussed earlier demonstrate that transforming lag-times into erosion rates will yield erroneous results if the source terrane was not eroding in a steady fashion. In fact, the predicted zircon fission-track and white mica Ar/Ar lag-times for this simulation (green squares in Fig. 8) fail to reproduce the observations by as much as 5 to 10 m.y. As an alternative, we attempted to fit the data with a series of steady-state erosion simulations, one of which is shown in Fig 8 (red triangles). Although these results generally fit the Ar/Ar well, they fail to capture the decreasing lag-time observed in the zircon fission-track ages (Fig. 8C).

The decreasing lag-time moving stratigraphically upsection suggests an increasing erosion rate with time. We attempted to fit the data with a simple model in which the erosion rate has increased linearly for the past 40 m.y., with modern values of 1.7 mm/yr (blue circles). The predicted zircon fission-track lag-times match the observed data well, showing a decreasing lag-time upsection. However, these simulations fail to match the white mica Ar/Ar data, which have significantly younger lag-times than the model predictions. The difference is that in this simulation, the unreset material is not completely removed by 20 Ma, and the old “pre-orogenic” ages have significantly greater lag-times. Thus, a fourth simulation was performed, with a similar history for the past 20 m.y. but with greater erosion rates in the period 20 to 40 Ma to ensure sufficient erosion to completely exhume reset white mica Ar/Ar ages. This two-stage model predicts both zircon fission-track and Ar/Ar ages consistent with the observed detrital thermochronologic data (yellow diamonds). The transient thermal modeling approach

Fig. 8. Detrital thermochronologic data and simulation results for the Siwalik Group sediments in the Pakistan Himalaya. (A) Several modeled erosion histories; lag-times for these simulations are shown in C and D. Four models are investigated: (1) an accelerating erosion rate history determined by inverting the zircon fission-track lag-time data [35] using a steady-state thermal history assumption (green); (2) a steady erosion rate (red); (3) a linear increase from 40 Ma to present (blue); and (4) a two-stage linear increase (yellow). (B) Zircon fission-track lag-times [35] plotted against stratigraphic age (white circles) and predicted lag-times for the erosion histories in B. (C) Predicted white mica Ar/Ar lag-times for the erosion histories in B. Grey background box shows range of observed Ar/Ar ages [65]. Errors on simulation data are assumed to be 10% of the predicted age.
presented here illustrates how detrital thermochronometer data can be used to delineate between different erosion histories. Our interpretation of the Nanga Parbat erosion history from multiple thermochronometer systems would not be possible if a steady-state thermal field was assumed.

Our interpretation that erosion rates increase from about 1.0 mm/yr to modern values of 1.5 to 2.0 mm/yr is consistent with previous workers who suggested an increasing erosion rates in the Nanga Parbat region since 20 Ma [65]. This modern estimate is broadly consistent with petrological estimates for current erosion rates in the range of 2 to 6 mm/yr [72,73]. The results also indicate that the total amount of erosion prior to 18 Ma must have been sufficient to remove the entire zone of unreset white mica Ar ages, because young (lag time <15 Ma) detrital white micas are observed. The model predicts that current white mica Ar/Ar ages should be about 5 Ma, matching the observations of bedrock white mica Ar ages from Nanga Parbat that range from 4 to 6 Ma [74]. Increasing erosion rates have also been inferred in other parts of the orogen, including the central Himalaya [e.g., 75]. Future studies of detrital thermochronologic data, coupled with numerical models as described here, will help illuminate the long-term erosional history of this and other orogenic belts.

6. Conclusions

The results described here confirm that detrital thermochronology is a powerful tool with which to investigate the long-term, transient, erosional history of orogenic belts. The primary conclusions from this study include:

1) Thermochronometer ages in detrital settings will not reflect a modern erosional episode until the material in the upper crust with existing ages has been removed. The time required to remove this zone of “pre-orogenic” ages depends on the effective closure temperature of the system, the erosion rate, and total duration (and hence magnitude) of erosion.

2) Lag-times vary in response to changes in erosion rate, and therefore may be used to reconstruct the long-term erosional history of an orogen. Although lag-times may be simply inverted to reconstruct erosion rates for steady-state mountain belts, when erosion rates are transient this will lead to errors of up to −25 to 100%. Numerical models represent a valuable tool to construct erosional histories from lag-times and identify non-uniqueness in interpretations from detrital data.

3) Different thermochronometer systems have different sensitivities to changes in erosion rate. Low closure temperature systems, such as apatite (U–Th)/He, respond quickly to abrupt changes in erosion rate. In contrast, higher closure temperature systems, such as white mica Ar/Ar, integrate cooler over a longer period of time and are therefore less sensitive to rapid changes in erosion rate.

4) At rates of 1.0 mm/yr or higher, lag-times become unresponsive to changes in erosion rate. This makes it difficult to accurately estimate fast erosion rates. The problem becomes more significant farther back in time because measurement errors are larger. Low-closure temperature systems are most susceptible to this problem.

5) Numerical simulations of detrital thermochronologic data derived from the Nanga Parbat region indicate increasing erosion rates over the past 20 Ma, from about 1.0 mm/yr to modern rates in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 mm/yr.
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